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I. INTRODUCTION

Canada and the United States share an energy relationship that is unsurpassed by any other two countries in the world. More oil, natural gas, and electricity are imported into the United States from Canada than from any other country.\(^1\) As the largest energy consumer in the world,\(^2\) the United States is an invaluable customer of Canadian energy production. Because of the size and importance of this relationship, Canada’s energy and environmental policies can have a tremendous economic impact on the United States and vice versa. Specifically, these two countries face similar challenges in reducing greenhouse gas emissions while maintaining their critical energy relationship. As the U.S. and Canadian federal governments consider implementing domestic cap-and-trade programs for carbon dioxide emissions, each country’s proposals reveal the high degree of interdependence characterizing this North American relationship. While some linkage between these two countries’ eventual cap-and-trade systems is inevitable, the United States and Canada should actively negotiate a continental cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions.

If carefully crafted, this system would preserve North American energy security while promoting the development of carbon-reducing technologies. Such a comprehensive framework would also maintain the vital economic relationship between Canada and the United States by sustaining energy production and innovation. Additionally, continental cooperation would

---


avoid potential international trade disputes that could threaten the strong ties between these two countries. Though not the primary focus of this paper, Mexico may also be a willing partner to such an agreement, likely strengthening the continental cap-and-trade framework even further. While there are many advantages to such a comprehensive emissions trading scheme, the initiation of this endeavor presents numerous legal challenges to Canada and the United States. The oil sands within the province of Alberta represent a sensitive issue for many environmentalists, and the United States’ dependence on coal creates similar political concerns. Current federal proposals within Canada and the United States differ in some significant ways, and the timeline for final passage of domestic cap-and-trade programs is unclear. Finally, regional cap-and-trade partnerships—already in place in North America—offer both an opportunity and a challenge to the development of a comprehensive continental partnership.

In this paper, Part I provides background on U.S. and Canadian domestic federal policies pertaining to cap-and-trade and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Part II summarizes the important role the oil sands of Alberta play in the North America energy framework and discusses Albertan provincial climate change policy. Part III characterizes the numerous regional cap-and-trade alliances and continental facilitating institutions in North America. Part IV addresses specific challenges and opportunities pertaining to Canadian and American partnership on cap-and-trade, and Part V analyzes Alberta’s increasingly isolated role within North America. Part VI discusses additional considerations to continental cap-and-trade, including the possibility of Mexico entering such an agreement.

II. BACKGROUND OF FEDERAL CAP-AND-TRADE POLICIES WITHIN UNITED STATES AND CANADA

A. United States Federal Policy and Cap-and-Trade

As of November 2009, the United States does not have a national carbon dioxide emissions reduction scheme. Historically, there has been strong political opposition to mandatory greenhouse gas reductions; moreover, the U.S.
Senate has refused to ratify the leading international climate change treaty currently in force, the Kyoto Protocol (Kyoto) of 1997.3 The Kyoto plan requires industrialized states to reduce their overall carbon dioxide emissions through a cap-and-trade system by an average of 5.2% below 1990 emissions levels by a designated year between 2008 and 2012.4 In general, a cap-and-trade plan is a system where a jurisdiction sets a cap on the annual emissions of a particular gaseous substance from within its territory.5 Specific industries are granted a set number of emissions allowances, and these allowances can be sold to third parties if the industry emits less than it was delegated.6 If a particular industry wants to emit more than its designated amount of the gaseous substance, it can purchase allowances from the aforementioned companies who under-emit.7 Each year, the jurisdiction reduces the total number of allowances available by a small percentage, leading to an overall reduction in emissions within the country.8 Kyoto failed in the United States in part because the framework includes exceptions for developing nations such as China and India.9 Under Kyoto, most developing countries do not have to impose mandatory caps on carbon dioxide emissions through a comprehensive cap-and-trade system.10 Though the United States did sign Kyoto, the Senate feared such a plan would unfairly detriment the American economy within the global market, and the treaty was not ratified.11


6. Id.

7. Id.

8. See id.


10. Id.

11. See id. at 28. The Kyoto Protocol was expressly repudiated by the U.S. Senate.
More than a decade later, implementation of a mandatory cap-and-trade system is a clear priority within the Obama Administration.\(^\text{12}\) During his campaign for the presidency, then-Senator Obama’s energy platform included promises that the United States would “[i]mplement an economy-wide cap-and-trade program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050.”\(^\text{13}\) This represented a “hard” cap on emissions because the plan called for 80% reductions from the total emissions of the previous baseline year of 1990.\(^\text{14}\) Since his inauguration as President in January of 2009, Obama has maintained a policy of pursuing cap-and-trade to reduce carbon emissions by 80%.\(^\text{15}\) With international climate change talks forthcoming in Copenhagen, Denmark, during December of 2009, President Obama’s chief climate negotiator has stated that he expects the United States to be involved in these discussions “in a robust way.”\(^\text{16}\) Congressman Ed Markey, the Democratic chairman of the House Commerce and Energy Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment, also declared that his party’s goal is to pass comprehensive greenhouse gas emissions legislation that allows the United States to become a leader in global climate change negotiations.\(^\text{17}\)

---


13. Id. at 1.

14. See id. at 2.

15. See The White House, Energy and the Environment, http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/energy (last visited Mar. 20, 2010). President Obama’s agenda now states that it will “close[ ] the carbon loophole” and generate revenues that “will be returned to the people, especially vulnerable families, communities, and businesses.” Id.

16. Elisabeth Rosenthal, Obama’s Backing Increases Hopes for Climate Pact, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 1, 2009, at A1 (discussing the role of President Obama’s chief climate negotiator Todd Stern). At the time of this paper, the 2009 U.N. Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen had not yet occurred.

While historically less environmentally oriented than its Democratic counterpart, notable members of the Republican Party have indicated potential shifts in climate policy as well. During his time on the campaign trail, Republican presidential nominee John McCain distanced himself from then-President George W. Bush by advocating mandatory caps on greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{18} McCain’s cap-and-trade plan was less stringent than Obama’s plan and advocated an only 60\% reduction in carbon emissions by the year 2050;\textsuperscript{19} however, McCain’s proposal demonstrates a changing political climate within the United States and indicates that President Obama can potentially formulate bipartisan support for climate legislation. Senator Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) offered further bipartisan support, co-writing an op-ed piece with Senator John Kerry (D-Mass.), acknowledging the reality of climate change and calling for a “market-based system that will provide both flexibility and time for big polluters to come into compliance.”\textsuperscript{20} Though some Republicans are receptive to cap-and-trade, most members of the party maintain strong opposition to mandatory emissions reduction.\textsuperscript{21} During a hearing before the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee in February 2009, Republican senators referred to cap-and-trade as “a huge unfair tax” and “a trillion-dollar climate bailout.”\textsuperscript{22}

In proposing a cap-and-trade plan, the President will have to

\textsuperscript{18} See Elisabeth Bumiller & John M. Broder, \textit{Greenhouse Gas Must be Capped, McCain Asserts}, \textit{N.Y. Times}, May 13, 2008, at A1 (discussing campaign rally in Portland, Oregon, where Senator McCain asserted that “[the United States] need[s] to deal with the central fact of rising temperatures, rising waters, and all the endless troubles that global warming will bring.”).

\textsuperscript{19} See id.

\textsuperscript{20} See John Kerry & Lindsey Graham, Op-Ed., \textit{Yes We Can (Pass Climate Change Legislation), N.Y. Times}, Oct. 11, 2009, at WK11 (calling for bipartisan support for climate legislation through the creation of a cap-and-trade system while also promoting nuclear power and increased domestic oil and gas drilling).


\textsuperscript{22} Id. Senator Christopher S. Bond (R-Mo.) referred to cap-and-trade as “a huge unfair tax” that “would devastate the Midwest.” Senator John Barrasso (R-Wyo.) called cap-and-trade “a trillion–dollar climate bailout.” Id.
overcome past Congressional struggles in passing a meaningful carbon reduction framework into law. One of the more recent examples is the Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act of 2008, a bill that sought to impose a cap-and-trade system to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 70% by the year 2050. The bill failed to reach a full vote in the Senate after the majority of Republicans and some Democrats withheld their support. These events occurred before the presidential election of 2008, and some commentators pointed to a lack of leadership from the executive branch as the key roadblock to a climate bill. Because both presidential candidates indicated their support of cap-and-trade during their campaigns, many believed that climate legislation would be passed once either Senator McCain or Senator Obama was elected into office.

On February 24, 2009, newly-inaugurated President Obama asked a joint session of Congress to “send [him] legislation that places a market-based cap on carbon pollution and drives the production of more renewable energy in America.” In May 2009, a climate change bill was proposed by U.S. House members Henry Waxman (D-Cal.) and Edward Markey (D-Mass.). After months of discussion in various Congressional committees, the legislation, titled the “American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009” (Waxman-Markey Bill), passed through the House in June 2009 by a narrow vote of 219 votes in

---


25. See Climate Crash, supra note 24; Warming Up Our Position, supra note 24.


favor and 212 votes against. The plan uses 2005 national emissions as a baseline and advocates a 3% reduction in annual greenhouse gas emissions by 2012, a 20% reduction by 2020, and an 83% reduction by 2050. After the introduction of the Waxman-Markey Bill, the Obama Administration spoke favorably of the measure while stopping short of offering a full endorsement for the plan. After the passage of the Waxman-Markey Bill by the House, U.S. Senators Barbara Boxer (D-Cal.) and John Kerry (D-Mass.) released a similar climate bill in September 2009 titled the “Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act” (Boxer-Kerry Bill). At the time of this paper, the Boxer-Kerry Bill is awaiting formal consideration by the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works.

Even without Congressional approval, the Obama Administration can regulate greenhouse gas emissions through the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Massachusetts v. E.P.A. that the EPA has the authority under the Clean Air Act (CAA) to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from new motor vehicles. The original claim in the Massachusetts case was filed by a group of states, municipalities, and private organizations seeking to force the EPA to regulate greenhouse gases under the CAA. During the Bush Administration, the EPA refused to issue a ruling determining whether greenhouse gases qualified

30. H.R. 2454, § 702.
31. See John M. Broder, Administration Stops Short of Endorsing Climate Bill, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 23, 2009, at A17. The Obama Administration said it needed more time to consider the 648 page draft proposal. See id.
35. Id. at 505.
as “air pollutants” under the CAA. The Supreme Court held that the EPA was required to issue a ruling on the nature of greenhouse gases. Then, if such substances are deemed to be “air pollutants” within the CAA, the EPA was further required to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles through the CAA. On April 17, 2009, the EPA responded to the Massachusetts decision by issuing a proposed ruling that greenhouse gases “endanger the public health and welfare of current and future generations,” and these gases fall within the CAA. This decision was followed on September 30, 2009, when EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson unveiled a proposed rule requiring large facilities emitting more than 25,000 tons of greenhouse gases a year to obtain permits demonstrating the use of best practices and technologies to minimize these emissions. In addition, officials within the Obama Administration have reportedly assured foreign diplomats that, in the absence of Congressional action, the President will use the EPA’s power under the CAA to regulate carbon dioxide emissions.

B. Canadian Federal Policy and Cap-and-Trade

Like the United States, Canada has not yet implemented a federal greenhouse gas cap-and-trade system of its own. Unlike the United States, Canada ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2002, and the federal government committed itself to a 6% hard cap

36. Id. at 513.
37. Id. at 533.
38. Id.
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from its 1990 levels by the year 2012. However, Canada, along with more than half of all other Kyoto signatories, is not expected to meet its emissions targets under the treaty. The federal government failed to take any significant action to fulfill Canada’s Kyoto commitment until 2005, and domestic efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions never extended beyond public education initiatives and encouragement of voluntary action by private industry.

One of the key factors behind Canada’s slow implementation of its Kyoto obligations is that much of Canada’s economy is dependent on the extraction of natural resources, and such industries create a substantial amount of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions. Overall, the Canadian energy sector is responsible for approximately 80% of the country’s overall emissions. Though the energy sector accounts for a little more than 6% of Canada’s gross domestic product (GDP), the energy sector is responsible for more than 27% of the GDP of the province of Alberta, 30% of the GDP of Newfoundland and Labrador, and 17% of the GDP of Saskatchewan. In addition, 16% of all current investment in Canada is related to energy. For these reasons, the energy industry is a crucial and growing

43. See Rosenthal, supra note 16; see also Alastair R. Lucas, Mythology, Fantasy and Federalism: Canadian Climate Change Policy and Law, 20 PAC. MCGEORGE GLOBAL BUS. & DEV. L.J. 41, 42 (2007) (providing full analysis of Canada’s Kyoto commitments).
44. See Lucas, supra note 43, at 42.
45. See id. at 43.
46. Id.
segment of the economy in many regions of Canada. With this growth has come recognition that, if left unregulated, Canada’s emissions levels in the year 2020 could be as much as one-third higher than 1990 levels. In order to comply with its Kyoto commitments, Canada will have to find a way to reduce its potential 2020 emissions by 45%. Such reductions are not achievable if the energy sector continues to expand, so Canada has abandoned a hard cap system in favor of an intensity-based emissions reduction system.

The first meaningful action taken at the national level to regulate emissions occurred on July 16, 2005 when the Canadian Federal Department of the Environment (Environment Canada) announced its intent to regulate carbon emissions by Large Final Emitters (LFEs). LFEs are major companies in the oil and gas, mining, manufacturing, and electricity generation sectors. Collectively, LFEs are responsible for slightly more than half of Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions. Within this notice of intent, Environment Canada stated it would focus on reducing the intensity of domestic greenhouse gas emissions rather than imposing a system of hard caps on emissions as envisioned under Kyoto. With this intensity-based system, LFEs would be required to reduce their emissions by 12% from “business as usual” (BAU) levels forecast in 2010.

BAU levels are calculated by determining the amount of expected greenhouse gases an LFE would emit in the absence of climate regulations limiting the LFEs emissions from a baseline year. Because most industries’ BAU emissions levels will likely

52. See Lucas, supra note 43, at 43–44.
53. See id. at 43.
54. Id.
55. See id. at 44–50.
57. See Lucas, supra note 43, at 44.
58. Id.
59. See Environment Canada, supra note 56, at 2494.
60. Id. at Annex 1.
61. Environment Canada, Regulatory Framework for Air Emissions,
increase over time as their operations expand, a reduction in emissions from projected BAU levels will not necessarily lead to a decrease in overall national emissions from previous levels. For example, if the annual BAU emissions of a Canadian LFE are expected to increase by 30% over the next ten years, but the LFE is only required to reduce its emissions by 20% from BAU levels over that same time period, the LFE would still increase its overall greenhouse gas emissions by 4% in ten years.\(^{62}\) Though a Canadian intensity-based system would not necessarily compel immediate and absolute reductions in carbon emissions, this program would still require LFEs to find ways to reduce their potential future emissions as their businesses expand.

On October 21, 2006, Environment Canada revealed that it would take a more comprehensive approach to greenhouse gas reductions by announcing a further intent to regulate emissions from the transportation sector as well as LFEs.\(^{63}\) This announcement was followed by Prime Minister Harper’s declaration on February 6, 2007 that “for the first time ever, [Canada] will set out enforceable regulatory targets for the short, medium and long term. The era of voluntary compliance is over.”\(^{64}\) Environment Canada released its initial regulatory proposal on April 26, 2007 with a plan addressing all forms of air emissions.\(^{65}\) Regarding greenhouse gases, the plan states that Canada is committed to reducing emissions by 20% less


62. For further clarification, assume a Canadian LFE emits 100 tons of carbon dioxide in 2010, and its BAU emissions were expected to increase by 30% to 130 annual tons in the year 2020. If Canada’s intensity-based plan then required the LFE to reduce its BAU emissions by 20% in 2020, the LFE could emit no more than 104 tons of carbon dioxide in 2020 [130 – (130 * .2) = 104]. This scenario would still yield an overall emissions increase of 4% for the LFE from 2010 to 2020 [(104 – 100) / 100 = .04].

63. See Environment Canada, Notice of Intent to Develop and Implement Regulations and Other Measures to Reduce Air Emissions, 140 C. GAZ. 42, Oct. 21, 2006, at 3351.


than 2006 levels by 2020 and by at least 60% by 2050.\textsuperscript{66} Though the plan promised that hard reductions from 2006 levels will ultimately occur, the framework will begin in 2010 as an intensity-based system for industrial emitters.\textsuperscript{67} With this proposal, Environment Canada revealed even more stringent requirements than published in 2005, as industrial emitters would be generally required to reduce their emissions intensity from 2006 levels by 18% in 2010.\textsuperscript{68} Then, the intensity reduction requirements will increase by 2% every year through 2015 for an ultimate requirement of 26% annual reduction in emissions intensity from 2006 forecasts.\textsuperscript{69}

In 2008, the Canadian federal government revealed its desire to form a joint system for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions with the United States.\textsuperscript{70} Michaëlle Jean, the Governor General of Canada, announced in a speech before Parliament that “[Canada] will work with the provincial governments and our partners to develop and implement a North America-wide cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gases.”\textsuperscript{71} This proposal represents one element of Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s desire to unify numerous aspects of North American energy policy.\textsuperscript{72} Canada also seeks to harmonize policies for alternative and sustainable energy technologies such as ethanol production and carbon-reducing technologies.\textsuperscript{73} Furthermore, Harper would like the United States and Canada to collaborate on natural gas pipeline development and joint expansions of the electricity grids running between the two countries.\textsuperscript{74} The primary intent of all of these proposals is to tie together the issues of North American

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{66} Id. at 5.  \\
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 7.  \\
\textsuperscript{68} Id. at 11.  \\
\textsuperscript{69} Id.  \\

\textsuperscript{71} See id.  \\

\textsuperscript{73} See id.  \\
\textsuperscript{74} See id.
\end{flushleft}
energy security and interdependence with regulation of greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{75}

III. CANADIAN OIL SANDS ARE CRITICAL COMPONENT TO CONTINENTAL CAP-AND-TRADE DEBATE

A critical component of the Canadian energy sector and any discussion of continental cap-and-trade is the development of the oil sands in the province of Alberta. The Albertan oil sands are a tremendous resource for North American energy security because they represent a large source of oil from a politically-stable Canadian jurisdiction that borders the United States.\textsuperscript{76} There are obstacles to oil sands development; oil sands production is very expensive\textsuperscript{77} and leaves a comparatively higher carbon footprint than more conventional forms of oil production.\textsuperscript{78} In response to these challenges, Alberta’s provincial government adopted its own comprehensive approach to the problem of climate change.\textsuperscript{79}

A. Oil Sands Production is Expensive and Creates High Emissions

The Albertan oil sands contain at least 175 billion barrels of economically recoverable oil, ranking the province in second place behind Saudi Arabia, which has approximately 265 billion barrels of recoverable oil reserves remaining,\textsuperscript{80} as the

\textsuperscript{75} See id.


\textsuperscript{77} Shawn McCarthy, Farther, Deeper, Colder is now the Mantra as Crude Producers Scour the Globe. But New Finds Require Costly Technologies—Ones That Only a High Oil Price Can Sustain, GLOBE & MAIL, June 14, 2008, at B4 [hereinafter Producers Scour the Globe].


\textsuperscript{80} U.S. Energy Info. Admin., Country Analysis Briefs: Saudi Arabia 2 (2008),
jurisdiction with the most oil reserves in the world. Most Albertan oil exports are transported by pipeline to the Midwest region of the United States; however, the market for oil sands production is growing within other regions as well. Oil sands production is expensive compared to other forms of petroleum development, and many estimates put the required market price of oil at around sixty-five dollars per barrel in order for a producer to break even on a new oil sands project. The primary reason for such high oil sands production costs is that the oil is literally processed and separated from the sand in which it sits. Raw oil sands material, known as bitumen, is usually processed in upgrader facilities located relatively close to the site of production. However, because there is not enough upgrader capacity to process all of the bitumen within Alberta itself, a percentage of the raw material is exported by pipeline to the United States for processing. When export is required, the bitumen is so heavy that it undergoes an additional dilution process before it can travel down a pipeline; these steps raise production costs even further.

In addition to high production costs, the other important challenge with oil sands production is the relatively high carbon footprint left by oil sands production. The intensive separation and dilution processes create more greenhouse gas emissions than traditional oil field development. Specifically, the production phase of oil sands development emits 325% more greenhouse gases per barrel than initial production of most

81. RESPONSIBLE ACTIONS, supra note 76, at 5.
82. See Thomas Wise, Markets Evolving for Oil Sands Bitumen, Synthetic Crude, Oil & Gas J., July 7, 2008, at 58. Potential new markets for oil sands' crude are the U.S. Gulf Coast, the East Coast, the West Coast, and Asia. See id.
83. Producers Scour the Globe, supra note 77.
84. Id.
85. See Gordon Pitts, Bust-Town, Alta., GLOBE & MAIL, Feb. 21, 2009, at B4 (discussing Alberta's difficulties in developing new upgrader projects within the province).
86. See id.
87. Producers Scour the Globe, supra note 77.
88. See T.J. McCANN & ASSOCIATES, supra note 78, at 10.
Saudi Arabian light crude oil. However, transportation of Saudi oil to the United States leaves a greater carbon footprint than the transport of Albertan oil sands production to the United States, and, regardless of how the oil is produced, the largest greenhouse gas emissions from all crude oil occurs during final combustion—most often within an automobile engine. Once all of these factors are taken into consideration, the total “life cycle” of a barrel of oil sands’ crude ultimately results in approximately a 9.7% greater carbon footprint than the average barrel of Saudi light crude shipped to the United States. For these reasons, it is virtually impossible for Alberta to incentivize oil sands development while imposing a decrease in overall greenhouse gas emissions in the near future. Accordingly, Alberta’s policy goals are different from the remaining provinces of Canada, the U.S. federal government, and most states within the United States.

B. Alberta Developed Unique Climate Change Strategy

Because of its unique economic position among the provinces of Canada, Alberta formulated its own climate change strategy and emissions-trading scheme. Rather than focusing on immediate reductions from past or current emissions levels, Alberta’s plan targets reductions through an intensity-based process similar to that of the federal Canadian system. Like its federal counterpart, Alberta Environment (the provincial environmental agency) is primarily charged with reducing emissions from future-oriented BAU levels. When calculating provincial BAU levels, Alberta Environment assumes that extensive oil sands development will continue; its estimates predict that Albertan emissions will almost double from 2005 levels by the year 2050 if no action is taken to reduce these emissions. The Albertan climate change plan does call for

89. Id.
90. See id.
91. Id.
92. See generally CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY, supra note 79.
93. See id. at 24.
94. See id.
95. See id.
action, and the government’s goals are for total emissions levels to peak sometime around 2020 and then enter a steady phase of decline, dropping below 2005 levels around the year 2035. By 2050, the Albertan government expects overall provincial emissions to be 50% below BAU levels and 14% below actual 2005 emissions.

Instead of relying primarily on a cap-and-trade system for reducing its greenhouse gas emissions, Alberta promotes technological advances in the areas of carbon capture and storage (CCS) and improved energy efficiency in oil sands production. Alberta invested heavily in CCS in 2008, as Premier Ed Stelmach announced that $2 billion (Canadian) from the province’s budget surplus would be directed to CCS technologies. Most forms of CCS essentially involve capturing carbon dioxide before it leaves a coal-fired power plant and then re-injecting the carbon dioxide into an empty coal bed, oil and gas reservoir, or salt cavern. The oil and gas industry originally developed carbon dioxide reinjection to help force petroleum out of the ground, but this technology has not yet been implemented at a full-scale power plant because the costs of transporting captured carbon dioxide are very high. In light of this fact, Alberta is generally considered to be a favorable location for CCS technology because many of its coal-fired power plants are located in close proximity to depleted oil and gas reservoirs.

Alberta also established a Carbon Capture and Storage Development Council (CCSD Council) to develop a blueprint for

96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Id. at 14.
102. See Eric Reguly, A Convenient Untruth, GLOBE & MAIL, Feb. 27, 2009 (arguing that CCS technology is a good idea with many challenges).
the legal and technological application of CCS within Alberta.\textsuperscript{103} Specifically, the CCSD Council has highlighted that the critical components of a successful CCS framework are a robust fiscal framework, a clear regulatory framework, and a comprehensive research and development program.\textsuperscript{104} Because CCS continues to be in the early stages of development around the world, Alberta’s financial and strategic investments place the province among the early world leaders in CCS.\textsuperscript{105} However, the province has a difficult task ahead; Alberta must create entirely new regulatory and fiscal frameworks in order to fashion an effective CCS system. Many necessary components of comprehensive CCS technology have not been developed or adequately tested, yet Alberta’s climate change strategy expects CCS to create more than 70% of its emissions reductions from BAU levels by 2050.\textsuperscript{106} One skeptic of the effectiveness of CCS technology points out that wide-scale CCS is very expensive and requires large amounts of energy to implement.\textsuperscript{107}

Though the province does not impose hard caps on emissions, Alberta was the first jurisdiction in North America to institute a carbon trading system; its system raises funds for energy efficiency research.\textsuperscript{108} Alberta currently requires all emitters of more than 100,000 tons of greenhouse gases to reduce their emissions intensity by 12% below BAU levels.\textsuperscript{109} To meet these targets, companies falling into this category can either reduce the carbon footprint of their operations, purchase Alberta-based carbon offset credits, or pay fifteen dollars (Canadian) for every excess ton of emissions to the Alberta Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund (Alberta

\textsuperscript{103} Provincial Energy Strategy, supra note 100, at 34. \\
\textsuperscript{105} See id. at 9. \\
\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 5. \\
\textsuperscript{107} See Reguly, supra note 101. \\
\textsuperscript{109} Climate Change Strategy, supra note 79, at 29.
Climate Fund).110 In other words, the largest greenhouse gas emitters in Alberta who cannot meet their emissions intensity obligations are given the choice of either paying a carbon tax or purchasing a carbon credit. The monies derived from the carbon tax are then used by the Alberta Climate Fund to pay for technological research in the area of environmental innovation.111

The primary goal of the Alberta Climate Fund is to achieve “greening energy production” throughout the province.112 Such research is expected to yield technologies that produce fewer emissions while extracting and processing natural resources.113 This “greening” of Alberta’s energy industry is expected to produce 18% of Alberta’s emissions reductions from BAU levels by 2050.114 The province hopes that the remaining 12% of its BAU emissions reductions will come from conservation and energy efficiency.115 To jump-start this process, the provincial government earmarked an additional $2 billion (Canadian) from Alberta’s 2008 surplus for its Green Transit Incentives Program, a fund used to incentivize the development and growth of public transit within Alberta.116 Finally, the province expects to pass an Energy Efficiency Act introducing higher efficiency standards within Alberta’s commercial and residential building codes as well as stronger efficiency requirements for provincial government buildings and vehicles.117

IV. REGIONAL FRAMEWORKS AND FACILITATING INSTITUTIONS PROMOTE NORTH AMERICAN CLIMATE CHANGE COOPERATION

Some legal analysts believe that entities such as states, provinces, or semi-autonomous areas within countries could lead the way in forming regional and global partnerships on cap-and-

110. Id. at 16.
111. See id. at 19.
112. Id.
113. See id.
114. Id. at 20.
115. Id.
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trade. Several important climate change alliances already exist in North America; the most notable examples are the Western Climate Initiative, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, and the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord. The state of Montana and province of Saskatchewan are also discussing cooperative regulation in the context of CCS development. In addition, Canadian and American officials and business leaders have already worked together to develop uniform standards of emissions measurement and carbon trading throughout North America through the Climate Registry and the Chicago/Montreal Climate Exchange.

---


A. Regional Alliances Between Canadian and American Jurisdictions Serve as Focal Points for Trans-Boundary Cooperation

All of the major climate change alliances in North America are composed of American states and Canadian provinces that work together to develop and institute regional cap-and-trade systems. Each of these initiatives exists in various stages of policy formation and implementation, and there are many important distinctions between these partnerships.

1. Western Climate Initiative

The most ambitious regional climate partnership in North America is the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), an alliance formed by seven American states and four Canadian provinces. WCI members seek to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to at least 15% below 2005 levels by the year 2020. Each member is free to require even greater emissions reductions, and several WCI jurisdictions have done so. The WCI will work in gradual steps, beginning with the implementation of mandatory emissions reporting in 2011. Then, utilities and large industrial emitters will be required to enter the WCI cap-and-trade system by 2012, and vehicle emitters and natural gas users will enter the system in 2015.


With the expectation that a federal cap-and-trade system within the United States will also be launched by 2012, there is a possibility that the WCI will never actually come into effect. Instead, it could be subsumed into the U.S. federal system. Whether the WCI is ultimately rendered moot by the U.S. Congress or the Canadian Parliament, the alliance will likely serve an important role as a policy laboratory for the integration of state and provincial emissions cap-and-trade policies into a unitary system. The WCI is not opposed to this role, and the partnership has expressly declared that it seeks to “[design] a program that can stand alone, provide a model for, be integrated into, or be implemented in conjunction with programs that might ultimately emerge from the federal governments of the United States and Canada.”

Under the current proposed framework for the WCI system, the independent judgment of each state or province is respected, and each state or province will set its own absolute aggregate caps for each sector within its jurisdiction. Each emitter will then be issued emissions allowances by their respective home government, which can be bought and sold to other emitters within the WCI territory. Tangible projects that prevent or capture greenhouse gases can produce “carbon offsets” that can also be traded freely between WCI members for use as allowances. Each member is given the authority to certify such offsets from within its own jurisdiction for WCI trade. A rigorous approval process will also be developed to determine which offsets from outside the territory of WCI members will be acceptable within the framework. Overall, the member jurisdictions of the WCI believe that a regional partnership is preferable because “regional cap-and-trade systems perform
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better than individual state or provincial programs can in terms of realizing cost savings from trade, maintaining competitiveness and avoiding emissions leakage."138 WCI members are forming a regional system so that a larger number of jurisdictions will reduce emissions under the same plan; thus, the opportunities for an industry to "leak" its emissions to a neighboring jurisdiction with lower costs of compliance are limited.139 The WCI also believes that "[r]egional cap-and-trade programs can be more efficient and effective than state-by-state and province-by-province efforts because they cover more emissions sources and provide greater opportunities for mutually beneficial transactions."140 This perspective follows the principle that the larger the population and territory covered by a cap-and-trade plan, the greater the market for both buyers and sellers of emissions allowances.

While the benefits of the WCI make sense to most Canadian provinces and western states, Alberta is a notable exception and the lone major Canadian province refusing to participate in the WCI. Most of Alberta's neighbors participate in the WCI; British Columbia (to the west) and Montana (to the south) are full members within the partnership, and Saskatchewan (to the east) has attained observer status.141 As an observer, Saskatchewan monitors meetings and participates in WCI discussions with a more limited role than full members.142 Like Alberta, Saskatchewan is rich in natural resources and opposes hard caps on emissions; however, the province cooperates with the WCI as much as it can under its current climate policy.143 For Alberta, the province's stance against hard caps on carbon
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emissions is enough of a reason to avoid WCI involvement altogether. While Alberta may be growing increasingly isolated among Canadian provinces in its stance against hard caps, Prime Minister Harper has reiterated that the federal government will respect the individual greenhouse gas reductions programs of each province. Because some WCI jurisdictions import energy from Alberta, there may also be serious economic consequences to Alberta’s isolation from the WCI. The primary reason for this potential problem is that energy producers within WCI jurisdiction will be held to higher environmental standards than producers in Alberta who export power to WCI members. Many WCI jurisdictions will therefore seek to prevent “emissions leakage” by imposing a price on energy from less-clean sources, which would possibly include those in Alberta.

2. **Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative**

Another important cap-and-trade partnership under development in North America is the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). The RGGI consists of ten states in the Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic regions of the United States currently in the process of implementing “the first mandatory cap-and-trade program in the United States to reduce greenhouse gas emission.” Though they are not full participants, Pennsylvania, New Brunswick, Ontario, and Quebec are all official observers within the RGGI. The RGGI is distinguishable from the WCI because the RGGI is limited to
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reducing emissions only from electric power plants within the covered territory.\textsuperscript{151} While the RGGI does not regulate industrial or vehicle emitters like the WCI,\textsuperscript{152} the RGGI is designed with the option of including other sectors in the future.\textsuperscript{153} Like other cap-and-trade regimes, the RGGI establishes a baseline amount from which 10\% of all greenhouse gas emissions will be reduced by the year 2018.\textsuperscript{154} The RGGI seeks to work as a phased-in approach, allowing “[e]lectricity generators . . . to plan for and invest in lower-carbon alternatives and avoid dramatic electricity price impacts.”\textsuperscript{155}

The first compliance period for the RGGI began on January 1, 2009\textsuperscript{156} after each member jurisdiction designed its own CO\textsubscript{2} budget trading program that “establish[es] participation in CO\textsubscript{2} allowance auctions, create[s] CO\textsubscript{2} allowances and determine[s] appropriate allowance allocations” within each state.\textsuperscript{157} Overall, the RGGI caps the total carbon emissions level from all member states at 188 million tons annually until 2014; total emissions will subsequently be reduced by 2.5\% each year until 2018.\textsuperscript{158} However, the 188 million ton baseline figure is widely viewed as an overestimation of annual carbon emissions for the RGGI territory because mild weather, a slowing economy, and conversion to natural gas have reduced emissions dramatically.\textsuperscript{159} Total emissions from participating RGGI members were estimated at 164.5 million tons in 2006, down
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from a high of 184.5 million tons in 2005. As a result, electric utilities have generally found themselves with too many annual allowances, causing the market for such credits to take hold very slowly within RGGI jurisdictions. Though the RGGI may be starting with a baseline of emissions that is too high, the initiative’s ultimate goals reach beyond creating greenhouse gas reductions within its own region. Specifically, the RGGI seeks to be a model for other cap-and-trade systems, boasting that “[i]nnovative aspects of RGGI design are already being incorporated into congressional cap-and-trade proposals and may influence the future direction of the [E.U.] Emissions Trading Scheme... and other programs under development.”

3. Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord

The third major North American regional climate change consortium is the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord (MGGRA). The MGGRA membership consists of Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Manitoba, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin as full members, and Indiana, Ohio, Ontario, and South Dakota as observers. Though the MGGRA was entered into on November 15, 2007, the members have not yet set specific regional reduction goals. There is general agreement among member jurisdictions that the MGGRA will ultimately form a cap-and-trade program with reduction targets between 15% and 25% by 2020 and 60% and 80% by 2050. One roadblock to final approval is that many of these Midwestern states are particularly susceptible to “emissions leakage;” implementation of cap-and-trade in the region could merely lead to emissions
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being shifted to less stringent jurisdictions outside the MGGRA rather than being capped by the program. One study estimates that as many as half of the emissions reductions purportedly created by the MGGRA would ultimately be transferred to other jurisdictions.

4. Montana/Saskatchewan Carbon Capture and Sequestration Partnership

The state of Montana and the province of Saskatchewan are actively pursuing official cooperation in the area of CCS development within their neighboring jurisdictions. Montana State University is the headquarters of the Big Sky Carbon Sequestration Partnership (Big Sky), one of seven regional partnerships in the United States with the purpose of researching and developing CCS potential. According to studies conducted by Big Sky, the saline aquifers and depleted oil and gas reservoirs within Montana some of which are partially in Saskatchewan—could eventually store up to 200 billion metric tons of carbon dioxide. Because global human carbon dioxide emissions totaled 28 billion metric tons in 2005, the importance of Montana’s CCS potential cannot be understated. Montana’s current Governor, Brian Schweitzer, responded to his state’s carbon dioxide storage possibilities by pursuing public policies and legal strategies that can help Montana become a carbon dioxide importer. Specifically, the Governor mentioned the partnership with Saskatchewan as a
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critical opportunity for his state to capitalize on its CCS capabilities, and CCS discussions between Governor Schweitzer and Saskatchewan Premier Brad Wall took place during February 2009. This partnership is a priority for Premier Wall as well because one of his administration’s economic growth strategies is to “[s]upport the achievement of a new carbon capture and storage partnership with the State of Montana through coordinating high-level emissions led by the Premier to advance these issues.”

B. Important Facilitating Institutions for Continental Cap-and-Trade Already in Place

Many of the tools for continental cap-and-trade in North America are already in place; political and business leaders in the United States and Canada have promoted a uniform system of measurement through the Climate Registry and created a comprehensive carbon trading market called the Chicago/Montreal Climate Exchange.

1. The Climate Registry

When considering any type of emissions reduction program, one of the primary issues that must be addressed is how the framework will accurately and uniformly measure greenhouse gas emissions. The Climate Registry (Registry) is a nonprofit organization establishing a uniform system of monitoring carbon dioxide emissions throughout North America. The express goal of the Registry is to “set[,] consistent and transparent standards to calculate, verify and publicly report greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions into a single registry . . . support[ing] both voluntary and mandatory reporting programs . . . .” The Registry’s current membership includes forty U.S. states, every Canadian province (and most territories), several Mexican
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states, and many Native American and First Nation tribes. Through special accounting software and technical assistance, members of the Registry can measure emissions using well-established scientific baselines that ensure that all members’ emissions are calculated using the same standards. One of the requirements to join the WCI is that the jurisdiction must be a member of the Registry. Much of the terminology of the Registry is also being used by the WCI; it refines its current measurement policies and future monitoring obligations. In addition, Alberta is a member that uses the Registry to promote its own greenhouse gas reduction goals, illustrating the purpose of the Registry as a system that can be used in any kind of emissions reduction program.

2. Chicago/Montreal Climate Exchange

While many cap-and-trade systems such as the WCI, the RGGI, and the MGGRA are currently in their development stages, as of May 2009, the only fully-operating cap-and-trade system in North America is the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX). The CCX represents a privately-run, voluntary system that was first launched in 2003 with thirteen corporations as its charter members. Since that time, hundreds of other corporations, dozens of municipalities, and the states of Illinois and New Mexico have joined the exchange. The primary goals of the CCX are to “facilitate the transaction of [greenhouse gas]
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allowance trading with price transparency, design excellence and environmental integrity [and]...[t]o build the skills and institutions needed to cost-effectively manage [greenhouse gases].” Like the Registry, the CCX seeks not to interfere with environmental legislation but to be “synergistic with and complementary to all emerging local, state, regional, and U.S. national policy on climate change.”

The RGGI expressly allows for CCX credits to be purchased in satisfaction of the requirements within the regional partnership. It also appears that the WCI will allow emitters within its jurisdiction to purchase offsets from the CCX; however, the WCI will only allow up to 49% of all annual emissions reductions to come from trading systems outside the territory covered by the WCI. This requirement is meant to ensure that a majority of the emissions-reducing activity promoted by the WCI actually occurs within the boundaries of member jurisdictions.

Essentially, each entity joining the CCX commits to reduce its annual greenhouse gas emissions by 1% each year from a baseline of average annual emissions between the years 1998 and 2001. If a CCX member cannot reach its targets, the member must purchase a corresponding offset through the CCX market. Offsets are created when a tangible amount of a particular greenhouse gas, such as carbon dioxide, that would have normally reached the Earth’s atmosphere is prevented from doing so through capture and/or sequestration. Such offsets are sold by dozens of offset companies as well as
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members who exceed their annual emissions reduction goals. Valid offset projects must undergo third-party verification, and such offsets are granted retroactively by the CCX. This process ensures that an offset company or project only gets credit for greenhouse gases that have already been prevented from reaching the atmosphere.

In anticipation of a federal, intensity-based greenhouse gas emissions reduction system within Canada, the CCX developed the Montreal Climate Exchange (MCX). The MCX will ultimately operate as a comprehensive market for the trading of carbon within the Canadian regulatory framework once the federal cap-and-trade system becomes binding in 2010. Futures contracts for carbon are already being traded on the market, as the MCX officially opened on May 30, 2008. Unlike the CCX, the MCX will not involve member entities voluntarily committing themselves to a cap-and-trade program. Instead, the MCX will serve as a market where all industrial emitters within Canada will be able to purchase emissions credits or certified offsets to comply with their federal legal requirements. Many of the credits and offsets facilitated by the MCX are expected to be transferred from abroad. Access to foreign carbon is viewed by many as an absolute necessity within Canada because it is not considered likely that
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companies within Canada can produce enough emissions credits or offsets to supply domestic industries.\textsuperscript{202}

V. ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA PROMOTE COOPERATION BUT BARRIERS TO AGREEMENT PERSIST

On February 19, 2009, an important meeting occurred in Ottawa, Ontario when President Obama visited with Prime Minister Harper to discuss the economy, global security, and the environment.\textsuperscript{203} This event marked the first face-to-face discussions between the two leaders on energy and climate change.\textsuperscript{204} Before President Obama traveled to Canada, Prime Minister Harper issued several public statements saying he would pursue a greenhouse gas emissions partnership with President Obama during his visit.\textsuperscript{205} When first asked about continental cap-and-trade during an interview with Canadian television preceding his trip to Ottawa, President Obama did not indicate whether he supported such a comprehensive bilateral plan.\textsuperscript{206} Instead, the President emphasized that “no country in isolation is going to be able to solve this problem . . . Canada, the United States, China, India, the European Union, all of us are going to have to work together . . .”.\textsuperscript{207} When asked an additional time about a continental framework on emissions, President Obama again focused on global cooperation:

[O]ne of the promising areas for not just for bilateral but also trilateral co-operation is around this issue. I met with [Mexican] President Calderon . . . and Mexico actually has taken some of the boldest steps around the issues . . . . But as I said, it’s going to be important for us to make sure that countries like China and India,
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with enormous populations and huge energy needs, that they are brought into this process, as well. 208

In the days immediately preceding his meeting with Prime Minister Harper, it appeared that President Obama sought cooperation with Canada on energy issues, but he also indicated that his focus on reducing greenhouse gas emissions was more global than continental.

A. Canada and the United States Agreed to Clean Energy Dialogue

As President Obama’s first official visit to Canada approached, several environmental groups in both the United States and Canada engaged in an extensive campaign to convince the Obama Administration to reject Prime Minister Harper’s continental cap-and-trade plan. 209 These groups argued that the Canadian government merely sought to gain “special treatment” for Albertan oil sands development, exempting the industry from stringent emissions requirements. 210 Because Canada’s current cap-and-trade proposal focuses on intensity-based reductions, environmental opponents of continental cap-and-trade believe that Alberta’s oil sands production will benefit from a lower reductions standard than the hard cap on reductions expected in the United States. 211 On the eve of the President’s visit, environmental activists scaled a bridge in Ottawa and hung large signs referring to the “tar sands” as the “dirtiest oil on earth.” 212 Many environmentalists want President Obama to not only refuse the joint cap-and-trade proposal by Canada; they also
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want the President to actively ban the use of oil sands production in the United States.213

After meeting privately on Parliament Hill on February 19, 2009, President Obama and Prime Minister Harper jointly announced the formation of a “Clean Energy Dialogue” between the United States and Canada.214 Though somewhat unclear about how this Clean Energy Dialogue will actually work, the two leaders emphasized that the Clean Energy Dialogue would provide a formal mechanism for discussing policy differences between the two countries, working together to deploy “smart grid” technologies and coordinating joint research on CCS technologies.215 Given that CCS is important to the future development of the oil sands of Alberta, CCS is also an important technology for the United States because, in the words of President Obama, the United States is “the Saudi Arabia of coal.”216 Despite pressure from environmental groups, the President has repeatedly stopped short of referring to oil sands production as “dirty oil,” in part because the United States has the even “dirtier” problem of coal.217

B. The United States has a Strong Interest in Carbon Capture and Sequestration Technology Because of High Emissions From Coal Consumption

Though much of the North American climate debate has focused on the Albertan oil sands, the United States has its own substantial problems with greenhouse gas emissions because of its dependence on coal.218 Coal is used to generate half of all
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electricity used in the United States and is a far more significant overall contributor to carbon emissions than Albertan oil sands development. According to one Canadian commentator, American coal-fired power plants presently emit fifty to seventy times the amount of carbon dioxide emitted by all production of Alberta’s oil sands. On average, the life cycle of a unit of coal emits more than 33% more carbon dioxide than the life cycle of a corresponding unit of petroleum. Most notably, one scientific study recently argued that, though limiting use of oil and gas is important, the primary impacts of climate change could be averted if global coal emissions were removed from the equation. Environmental pressure on the coal industry in the United States is also increasing with the recent April 17, 2009 preliminary ruling by the EPA that carbon dioxide is a dangerous gas under the Clean Air Act. Though the initial ruling applies only to motor vehicles, a precedent could be set leading the EPA to ultimately determine that emissions from coal-fired plants are equally hazardous and worthy of regulation. Once fully developed, CCS technology may be chosen by the EPA as the required method for coal-fired power plant operators to alleviate their greenhouse gas emissions.

Because of U.S. dependence on coal, the Obama Administration has been largely unresponsive to calls from environmentalists to use American policies to limit oil sands development. As previously noted, the Government of Alberta is
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investing $2 billion (Canadian) of its oil royalties into CCS technology.\textsuperscript{227} This same technology is what the United States will need in order to promote the development of “clean coal”; President Obama’s federal stimulus bill passed in March 2009 itself grants $3.4 billion to CCS projects.\textsuperscript{228} In addition, the Canadian federal government has committed an extra $1 billion (Canadian) through its 2009 Economic Action Plan to build on its past investment into CCS research.\textsuperscript{229} Much of the Clean Energy Dialogue between the United States and Canada will involve coordinating these CCS projects to maximize value and avoid redundancy.\textsuperscript{230} Environment Canada has further placed Canada’s long-term environmental hopes in CCS by announcing in late April 2009 that it plans to phase out coal-fired power plants that are not carbon neutral.\textsuperscript{231} Because the United States and Canada are heavily dependent upon coal and oil sands development, there are strong mutual interests in CCS; thus, neither country can afford to undermine the efforts of the other in developing wide-scale CCS technology.

C. Canada’s Intensity-Based Emissions Proposal may be Incompatible with United States’ Hard Cap System

While formalized cooperation between Canada and the United States on CCS and other energy efficiency technologies has been established through the Clean Energy Dialogue, many barriers remain in developing a North American cap-and-trade framework. There is some uncertainty whether the proposed cap-and-trade plans in both countries can actually work in conjunction with each other. As previously detailed, Canada’s current federal proposal calls for an intensity-based cap-and-trade system, but the United States is expected to eventually
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impose a hard cap in emissions. The fairness of allowing Canadian industries to operate under a potentially weaker emissions limitation has been called into question by those in both Canada and the United States. At his joint news conference with President Obama on February 19, 2009, Prime Minister Harper argued that harmonization of the two approaches was possible: “You say [Canada has] intensity, [the United States has] absolute [caps] but the truth is these are just two different ways of measuring the same thing. You can convert one to the other, if that’s what you want to do.” Responding to Prime Minister Harper’s comments, President Obama stated that “there are going to be a number of different ways to go after this problem... [The United States has] suggested a cap and trade system. There are other countries who’ve discussed the possibilities of a carbon tax.” While President Obama’s comments did not directly address the compatibility of intensity-based and hard cap emissions, there did appear to be willingness on the Obama Administration’s part to affirm multiple techniques for combating climate change.

Despite President Obama’s public affirmation of varying methods of combating climate change, pressure is mounting on Canada to adopt an emissions reduction scheme that imposes hard caps within the country. The recently-proposed Waxman-Markey Bill in the United States includes provisions granting the President discretion to award special rebates to American industries when they are engaged in competition with
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foreign companies operating in jurisdictions with less-stringent emissions requirements. The executive branch would also be required to impose fees on importers from countries with weaker climate change prevention regimes. The stated purpose of these provisions is to protect U.S. industries while preventing “carbon leakage” to foreign countries. The imposition of border duties and granting of domestic rebates could be viewed as unfair subsidies by foreign companies and spark trade disputes. Seeking to avoid a trade war with the United States, Jim Prentice, the current Canadian Minister of the Environment, acknowledged in April 2009 that Canada’s national emissions reduction scheme will ultimately have to be “comparable” to whatever cap-and-trade plan is adopted by the United States. Prentice even specifically stated that Canada will align its reduction targets, reporting rules, enforcement mechanisms, and industry-specific regulations with those of the United States. Though Canada has been ahead of the United States in its planning stages of a national cap-and-trade framework, the regulation ultimately undertaken by the United States may determine Canada’s national system as well. Because intensity-based regulation is not expected in the United States, Canada may be forced to abandon its intensity-based proposals for hard caps on greenhouse gas emissions.

Canadian harmonization of its greenhouse gas emissions reduction plans with those of the United States has already occurred in the area of motor vehicle fuel economy standards.
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After President Obama was inaugurated, one of his first actions was to direct the Department of Transportation (DOT) to raise its Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) on cars and light-duty trucks for the 2011 model year. The DOT officially announced these increased average mileage requirements on March 27, 2009. On April 1, 2009, Minister Prentice announced that Environment Canada was raising its national vehicle mileage requirements so that “[t]hose standards will be consistent with the national fuel economy standards set by our largest trading partner[,] the United States.” Consistent standards are especially important because, in the words of Minister Prentice, “[Canada does not] trade vehicles with the Americans so much as we build vehicles together.” Though automobiles represent a particularly important economic relationship between these two countries, Canada’s immediate and express following of the new U.S. CAFE standards demonstrates a critical point of interdependence on emissions policy. Canada’s matching of its fuel economy standards to those of the United States may be a precursor to a formal decision by Prime Minister Harper to follow the cap-and-trade framework ultimately adopted by the United States.

D. Regional Agreements Will Impact Federal Cap-and-Trade Policies within the United States and Canada, but These Initiatives May Languish

While most of the inter-jurisdiction cooperation on cap-and-trade within North America has occurred through regional initiatives like the WCI and RGGI, the federal cap-and-trade programs ultimately instituted by Canada and the United States may render these efforts moot. As currently drafted,
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the Waxman-Markey Bill expressly preempts states from setting caps on greenhouse gas emissions from 2012 to 2017. The proposed statute also provides for fair compensation and exchange opportunities for those holding allowances previously issued by a state or regional cap-and-trade program. In response to this possibility, several states are engaged in a coordinated lobbying effort to ensure that the law does not prevent these states from imposing stricter emissions limits than those required by the federal system. According to one analyst who testified before Congress on behalf of the states, “Th[is] provision would require the dissolution of the regional cap-and-trade programs, including RGGI, WCI, and MGGA . . . . [I]f this section remains, it means states will be required to surrender their successful programs in exchange for a weak federal program.” However, other states, particularly in the Midwest, have looked upon proposed federal legislation as a favorable solution to difficulties in getting cap-and-trade partnerships off the ground. Members of the fledgling Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord (MGGRA) have struggled to implement a cap-and-trade plan because the dangers of “emissions leakage” from their jurisdictions are particularly high. If a national system is implemented, there would not be any domestic opportunities for emitting parties to “leak” their emissions to another state.

U.S. federal legislation may ultimately dissolve regional partnerships, but those partnerships do provide valuable lessons
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and policy templates for multi-jurisdictional cooperation on climate change. The RGGI is cited as an inspiration for the cap-and-trade provisions of the Waxman-Markey Bill,256 and the federal proposal appears to be tailored to incorporate the beneficial aspects of the RGGI while avoiding its problems.257 Similarly, the policy choices of the WCI will likely bear upon the Congressional delegations from its member states. Despite its challenges, the MGGRA is also forging ahead with negotiations with hopes that the group’s policy discussions will influence the federal policies ultimately put into place.258 With partnerships that include Canadian provinces as full members, the WCI and MGGRA could be indirect mechanisms for cross border agreements on cap-and-trade. What follows is potentially a circular arrangement from the Canadian perspective as these member provinces will further influence the policy decisions of the WCI and MGGRA. These regional initiatives will then impact U.S. federal policy on cap-and-trade, and Canada’s federal cap-and-trade program will likely, and ultimately, mirror U.S. policies.

VI. ALBERTA INCREASINGLY ISOLATED WITHIN CONTINENTAL CAP-AND-TRADE DEBATE

As Canada considers abandoning intensity-based emissions reductions targets in favor of a hard cap on emissions, division among the provinces over this proposed policy shift is on the rise.259 Most provinces favor a cap-and-trade system imposing hard caps, but Alberta—along with Saskatchewan—has voiced
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strong opposition to recent statements by Minister Prentice that Canada may shift away from intensity-based federal regulation. Though there is much expectation that Canada will ultimately adopt a comparable emissions reduction plan to that of the United States, paving the way for continental cap-and-trade, Alberta continues to represent a unique hurdle to such cooperation.

A. Alberta’s Favorable Response to Clean Energy Dialogue

As detailed in Part V, many environmental activists and politicians hoped that President Barack Obama would condemn the Albertan oil sands as he prepared to visit Canada on February 19, 2009; however, before and during his visit, Obama did not reject the role the oil sands play within the North American energy portfolio. Instead, when President Obama was asked about the oil sands before his visit to Canada, his response was pragmatic:

What we know is that [the] oil sands... create[] a big carbon footprint. So the dilemma that Canada faces, the United States faces and... the entire world faces, is how do we obtain the energy that we need to grow our economies in a way that is not rapidly accelerating climate change?... I think to the extent that Canada and the United States can collaborate on ways that we can sequester carbon [and] capture greenhouse gases before they’re emitted into the atmosphere, that’s going to be good for everybody.

Then, during their meeting in Ottawa, President Obama and Prime Minister Harper announced the formation of the Clean Energy Dialogue to promote the development of CCS technologies. The Albertan government responded
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enthusiastically to these events, with Premier Ed Stelmach declaring on the day of Obama’s visit:

What we’ve heard during the last couple of days from President Obama—he’s clearly speaking Albertans’ language. Balancing the environment and the economy, investing in carbon capture and storage and technology. They’re all things that Alberta has been talking about. That’s good news for Alberta, good news for Canada and good news for all North Americans.\(^\text{266}\)

Because Alberta is promoting a balanced perspective on the oil sands through intensity-based emissions reductions and large investments in CCS, the emphasis President Obama placed on the need for CCS was exciting to Albertans who feared that condemnation from the Obama Administration would be very difficult to overcome politically.\(^\text{267}\) Instead, Obama shifted the focus to CCS, an area in which Alberta is already a global leader.\(^\text{268}\)

Alberta’s government is satisfied with the way President Obama’s visit to Canada initially played out, but the pressure on Canada to adopt hard caps on emissions continues to make Premier Stelmach uncomfortable with his country’s federal climate change goals.\(^\text{269}\) This anxiety is rooted in concerns over self-determination because the Albertan government does not want the Canadian national government to impose undesirable environmental policies on the province.\(^\text{270}\) Before President Obama and Prime Minister Harper met in Ottawa, Premier Stelmach argued that his province should be a party to any formal discussions related to continental cap-and-trade:

As Canada’s major energy producer, Alberta must be part of any discussions regarding the establishment of a


\(^{269}\) See McCarthy & Walton, *supra* note 259.

continental climate change agreement for greenhouse gas emissions. It only makes sense, and will improve our economy and environment more quickly. . . . Under Canada’s Constitution, Albertans are the owners of these resources and my government . . . is responsible for their regulation and development. We must be part of any discussions that directly impact Alberta’s right to determine the development of its resources. 271

Upon Premier Stelmach’s assertion that his province should be directly involved in continental cap-and-trade discussions, Prime Minister Harper pointed out that only the federal government has the authority to negotiate international agreements on behalf of Canadians. 272 However, the Prime Minister also affirmed that his government would consult with all of the provinces on the issue. 273

While Alberta has not formally negotiated with the United States on cap-and-trade, the province recently commenced an intensive lobbying effort by hiring a former governor of Michigan and retired diplomats to reinforce the province’s interests in Ottawa and Washington. 274 In addition, the province’s efforts have extended to the international sphere: Premier Stelmach hosted a week-long conference in Geneva, Switzerland promoting Alberta’s oil sands potential. 275 During the conference, titled the “Alberta Economic Forum,” 276 Premier Stelmach met with representatives of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) as well as the World Trade Organization (WTO). 277 Premier Stelmach has also
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indicated that he wants to be involved in the international climate change meetings in Copenhagen during December of 2009. These efforts represent an effort by Alberta to promote the province’s views on climate change beyond Canada and North America so that intensity-based regulation can gain more international acceptance. With Canada feeling pressure from the United States and the international community to adopt hard caps on emissions, Alberta is countering this pressure with its own diplomatic and economic campaign.

B. Oil Sands Heavily Impacted by American Low Carbon Fuel Standards

The Alberta provincial government is particularly sensitive to the notion that it produces “dirty oil” worthy of disfavor by other jurisdictions. Many American states are considering legislation and regulations that could severely limit or effectively ban the use of oil sands production. California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger issued an executive order on January 18, 2007 directing the state’s Air Resources Board to develop and implement a Low-Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), requiring a reduction in the overall life-cycle carbon intensity of all transportation fuels used in the state. On April 23, 2009, the Air Resources Board formally approved an LCFS plan requiring fuel producers and importers to meet certain performance standards beginning in 2011. By 2020, the plan will require an overall reduction of 10% of the carbon dioxide emissions during the life-cycle of each gallon of transportation fuel used in California. While Canadian oil is currently not exported to California, at least thirteen American states—many
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of which currently receive oil sands production—have proposed similar regulations that could copy the California LCFS standard.\textsuperscript{283} LCFS requirements could essentially outlaw gasoline produced from oil sands’ synthetic crude in these states because its life-cycle emissions are higher than the life-cycle emissions of gasoline produced from conventional crude oil.\textsuperscript{284}

More significantly, an early draft of the Waxman-Markey Bill in the U.S. Congress contained an LCFS provision.\textsuperscript{285} The federal proposal was less stringent than the California LCFS standard; it merely sought to maintain the life-cycle carbon intensity of transportation fuels used in the United States at 2005 levels from 2014 until 2022.\textsuperscript{286} In 2023, a 5\% reduction in life-cycle emissions intensity was required, with a 10\% reduction imposed by 2030.\textsuperscript{287} While this LCFS provision did not require real reductions in life-cycle emissions intensity until 2023, the requirement for such emissions to be held constant did not leave much room for increased oil sands imports from Canada. Absent significant advances in alternative fuels and wide-scale CCS technology, Americans would not have been able to increase their use of Canadian oil sands production without increasing the overall emissions intensity of the U.S. transportation fuel portfolio.\textsuperscript{288} If ever passed into law, such a scenario would greatly affect the expansion of oil sands production within Alberta because the province would have to find new markets for its most important natural resource. As discussed in Part III, oil sands production is already comparatively expensive, and these costs would increase if producers have to build new infrastructure to facilitate overseas sales of their synthetic crude oil.
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An LCFS provision has already been passed into U.S. federal law through the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA).\footnote{Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, 42 U.S.C.S. § 17142 (LexisNexis 2009).} Section 526 of the EISA specifies the LCFS requirement:

No Federal agency shall enter into a contract for procurement of an alternative or synthetic fuel, including a fuel produced from nonconventional petroleum sources . . . unless the contract specifies that the lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions associated with the production and combustion of the fuel . . . be less than or equal to such emissions from the equivalent conventional fuel produced from conventional petroleum sources.\footnote{Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 § 526(a), 42 U.S.C.S. § 17142 (LexisNexis Supp. 2009).}

Section 526 was primarily passed in response to the U.S. Air Force’s current program which researches the use of coal-to-liquids-based synthetic crude oil (CTL).\footnote{See House Votes to Clarify Energy Law’s GHG Limit on Federal Rules, 16 DEFENSE ENV’T ALERT, May 27, 2008 (on file with author) (discussing the original purpose of § 526 as well as fears over new interpretations).} CTL technology is still in its development stages, but the process is expected to produce greater emissions than most forms of crude oil production.\footnote{See id.} Upon its passage, the EISA sparked controversy over how “conventional” and “nonconventional” petroleum sources should be defined under the statute.\footnote{See id.} If the Canadian oil sands are considered to be an “unconventional petroleum source,” then § 526 would likely bar the U.S. federal government from using fuels derived from oil sands production because of the higher life-cycle emissions they produce.\footnote{See id.} The bill’s author, Congressman Henry Waxman, sparked tremendous concern from the oil and gas industry when he stated that § 526 is applicable to any contract for CTL or for “a fuel produced from a nonconventional petroleum source such as tar sands.”\footnote{See Nick Snow, Republican Senators Offer Bill to Increase US Supplies, Ott &
According to one analyst, though the issue over the definition of “unconventional petroleum” has faced extensive debate, lobbying and even short-term waivers, uncertainty remains.  

One specific waiver to the EISA expressly limits the effect of § 526 on the National Aeronautic and Space Agency (NASA) because of NASA’s need for cost-effective fuel sources to conduct its operations in space.

After President Obama’s visit to Canada on February 19, 2009, a group of six Republican congressmen sent a letter to the President urging him to support amending EISA to ensure it does not affect the use of Canadian oil sands production by the U.S. military. These congressmen had previously submitted a bill before the House seeking to instigate an outright repeal of § 526. One of the bill’s co-sponsors, Congressman Jeb Hensarling (R-TX) argued that “Section 526 . . . put[s] our national and economic security at risk by forcing increased petroleum importation from unstable or even dangerous countries.”

Republican Senator James Inhofe of Oklahoma is also supporting a parallel effort to repeal § 526 through the introduction of his own bill to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. In support of the measure, Senator Inhofe argued:

Section 526 of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 serves to prevent the Department of Defense from purchasing fuel from the Canadian Tar Sands where there is an estimated 180 billion barrels of
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oil. . . . Repealing this provision allows the government to purchase these fuels and preserve[] our military’s fueling options. 302

It remains unclear how § 526 will ultimately be interpreted, but there are strong concerns that EISA could harm the U.S. military by preventing it from using fuels derived from oil sands production. 303 Finding replacement fuel sources that comply with § 526 could be more expensive and force the U.S. armed forces to sacrifice in other areas to secure adequate supplies of fuel. 304

Opponents of LCFS provisions within federal law argue that disruption of Albertan oil sands imports into the United States would have a significant negative economic impact on the U.S. economy. 305 U.S. refining companies generally operate as low-margin businesses, and many of their refineries started processing increasing amounts of oil sands production in recent years. 306 If Canadian oil sands production is restricted, some of these refineries may have to dramatically decrease their production or close altogether, increasing gasoline prices throughout the United States. 307 Oil is also a global commodity, so another argument against a federal LCFS provision is that it would simply divert Canadian oil sands production to other jurisdictions, resulting in the same amount of overall emissions. 308 In the past, China demonstrated interest in becoming a major market for Albertan oil production, and
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Chinese companies have purchased significant stakes in oil sands projects.309 There are also concerns that such a provision would force the United States to replace much of its Canadian supply with increasing amounts of oil from unstable or unfriendly jurisdictions around the world.310 Many have argued that the somewhat worse carbon footprint left by Albertan oil sands production should be weighed against the high social and political costs often associated with securing oil from the Middle East or other volatile areas of the world.311 From this perspective, supporters of Albertan oil sands development believe that the environmental impact is something that the United States should accept in lieu of the military and diplomatic expenditures frequently required to maintain oil supplies from other countries.312

C. Proposal for Securing Alberta’s Cooperation

It is critical for the United States and the Canadian federal government to acknowledge that the province of Alberta is unique in the North American emissions equation. Based on the potential for expanded oil sands development, Alberta’s current BAU estimate for future emissions is very high.313 The province’s current climate plans call for massive emissions reductions from these BAU levels.314 In fact, Alberta’s plan calls for greater total reductions from BAU levels than any other
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Canadian province;\textsuperscript{315} however, the Albertan plan is intensity-based, so it is not expected to lead to actual reductions from previous annual emissions levels for quite some time.\textsuperscript{316} Additionally, the global recession of 2008 and 2009 caused oil prices to plummet,\textsuperscript{317} leading to the delay or cancellation of several new oil sands projects.\textsuperscript{318} The economic downturn somewhat weakens Alberta’s arguments against hard caps, as projected future oil sands development is currently stagnant.\textsuperscript{319} With this reduction in expected new production, Alberta will potentially have to lower its provincial BAU emissions projections in the future.\textsuperscript{320} Opponents of intensity-based cap-and-trade may now argue that Alberta will not “need” to emit as much greenhouse gas under the province’s revised oil sands development plans.\textsuperscript{321} While the current economic downturn has slowed oil sands development in the short term,\textsuperscript{322} many expect the price of oil to eventually return to levels that will make new oil sands projects economical again.\textsuperscript{323} Because of the importance of this resource, the United States and Canada should negotiate a cap-and-trade
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system that delicately balances the economic needs of Alberta with the overall reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in both countries. Through these negotiations, economic benefits of continental cap-and-trade can be developed and secured to convince Alberta that its provincial economic interests will not be severely compromised by mandatory emissions trading. Overall, a North American system would present a greater market for the purchase of credits by oil sands developers in Alberta because these producers would have full access to the U.S. market. U.S. industries that are less emissions-intensive would also gain a strong Albertan market for their unused offset credits. As detailed in Part V.A.1, the United States is highly dependent on coal, an energy source that produces more emissions than the Albertan oil sands at their current rate of production. One of the only potential wide-scale techniques for addressing the emissions of both the oil sands and coal-fired power plants is CCS technology.

For these reasons, the United States and Canada face similar energy and environmental challenges; these difficulties can be addressed through political and technological cooperation. In at least one case—the ongoing Montana/Saskatchewan CCS partnership—citizens of these jurisdictions have no choice but to work together to find solutions to climate change because they are neighbors who share depleted oil and gas reservoirs. On the continental level, the solution for Canada and the United States is to jointly adopt a hybrid cap-and-trade system. This system would implement hard caps overall but allow individual oil sands producers and coal-fired power plant operators to reduce their emissions through a separate, intensity-based system. Such a plan would likely be favorable to Alberta because it would allow oil sands production to continue while incentivizing CCS technologies. The oil sands and coal industries would have to increasingly reduce their emissions per gallon of oil processed
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and/or unit of coal burned, causing the development of carbon-saving technologies to become a necessary aspect of business growth.

Because there would still be a hard cap overall, the pressure on other industries to reduce their emissions would be even greater; however, such a differentiated approach is justified by the invaluable energy sources that coal and the oil sands represent to North America. To help alleviate some of this pressure, Canada and the United States would each have to be more modest in their overall reduction goals, yet this framework would promote a more realistic process toward curbing climate change without causing serious harm to the North American economy. This plan may even be better for the environment in the long run, for CCS technology—once developed on a large scale—has the potential to sequester carbon emissions for many decades.327 A hybrid system would also allow American and Canadian policy makers a greater degree of flexibility as they work to force an appropriate measure of change without causing their energy providers to go out of business and/or creating massive energy shortages.

VII. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

While the central focus of this Article is on the energy and environmental relationships between the United States and Canada, the role of Mexico in any continental cap-and-trade framework should be appropriately considered. A major aspect of this consideration is the effect of the North American Free Trade Agreement on any economic partnership formed within the confines of the continent. In addition, the experience of the European Union with its international cap-and-trade system should influence any multilateral carbon-reducing framework formed in North America.

A. Mexico Could be Important North American Cap-and-Trade Partner

Despite his country’s status as a major oil exporter, Mexican President Felipe Calderon is positioning his country as a global
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leader on climate change. One of the important motivations for Calderon is that Mexico is particularly susceptible to the effects of changing weather patterns. Southern areas of the country have been beset by dramatic floods in recent years, while northern Mexican farmers have suffered through a massive drought. Mexico also lies in the path of hurricanes from both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and rising sea levels could put several critical land areas under water if the effect of climate change is not countered. Additionally, though Mexican oil production has been on the decline in recent years, the country has enormous renewable energy potential. Massive wind and solar farms are currently under development, and Mexico has hydroelectric capability that has not been fully exploited. Finally, the country has recently experienced a surge in investment for greenhouse gas emissions offset projects. For all of these reasons, President Calderon has strong incentives to promote climate change initiatives, for Mexico will benefit economically if devastating weather changes can be avoided and large renewable energy projects can come to fruition.

Because of Mexico’s desire to avert the effects of climate change, the Mexican legislature passed a measure authorizing President Calderon to implement a cap-and-trade program within the country. Mexican Environmental Minister Juan
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Rafeal Elvira announced that his country would reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to 50% below 2002 levels by 2050 if Mexico received assistance from developed countries. A major aspect of Mexico’s plan to reduce its emissions is a “trans-sectoral” cap-and-trade system involving the oil, cement, electricity, and steel sectors of the economy. Mexico’s current goal is to commence the operational stages of the program in 2012. When making the announcement, Minister Elvira further expressed Mexico’s desire to be a climate change leader: “We think it is very important to get results from this project . . . to show other developing countries it can be done. We don’t have to wait for [industrialized countries] to act. We need to do it now.” The types of assistance Mexico seeks from developed countries are loans to deploy green technologies and help in reforming its banking regulations to promote financing for energy efficiency projects. Mexico also further seeks to have a prominent role in international climate change negotiations through its recent bid to host the sixteenth U.N. Conference on Climate Change in 2010.

President Barack Obama visited with President Calderon in Mexico City on April 16, 2009, and the two leaders concluded their meeting by announcing an agreement to develop a bilateral framework for future energy cooperation (Bilateral Framework). During these discussions, President Calderon proposed the creation of a carbon bond market to facilitate the trading of offset credits between the two countries as well as a joint fund against climate change to invest in emissions reduction programs. The agreement between Obama and Calderon is meant to “establish[] a mechanism for political and
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technical cooperation and information exchange, and to facilitate common efforts to develop clean energy economies.” Many of the details of the Bilateral Framework have not been developed yet, but much of the agreement’s focus will be on the development of energy efficiency programs, market mechanisms for carbon trading, and land use issues. A particular emphasis of the Bilateral Framework is the implementation of cooperative efforts along the U.S.-Mexico border, which would promote the development of renewable energy projects such as wind farms and improve the efficiency of petroleum and electricity transfer between the two countries. This partnership could be quite beneficial to both countries, as the United States needs efficient sources of renewable energy while Mexico needs a market for all of its new energy projects.

**B. Continental Cap-and-Trade Considered in Light of North American Free Trade Agreement**

As the United States and Canada move toward final approval and implementation of domestic cap-and-trade programs, some legal analysts have argued that industries in both countries will have mandatory access to the other country’s carbon market through the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). This could be true regardless of whether the two countries enter into a formal cap-and-trade partnership because the general purpose of NAFTA is to open the markets of the United States, Canada, and Mexico to the citizens and businesses in all three member states. This possibility could also mean that the cap-and-trade systems adopted by the three NAFTA member states would effectively become integrated even if an official continental cap-and-trade
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agreement is never reached between any of these countries.\textsuperscript{351} Such a scenario may yield a wave of unintended consequences for each NAFTA member state if the treaty undermined their domestic climate change priorities.\textsuperscript{352} Acknowledging this possibility, Minister Prentice responded by saying that he and his American and Mexican counterparts would work through NAFTA’s environmental component—the Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC)—to better address climate change issues.\textsuperscript{353}

The CEC may serve as a mechanism through which North American cap-and-trade partnerships will be formed. When NAFTA was originally signed in 1993, the three member states entered into an environmental “side” agreement, the North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation (NAAEC).\textsuperscript{354} The NAAEC created the CEC as the international body charged with fulfilling the provisions of the NAAEC.\textsuperscript{355} At the 1995 annual CEC meeting, the environmental ministers of the United States, Canada, and Mexico issued a Statement of Intent to Cooperate on Climate Change and Joint Implementation (1995 CEC Statement) proclaiming that their respective governments:

\textquote{H}ereby intend to facilitate cooperation on issues of mutual interest in the areas of climate change, including . . . the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions . . . [and] [t]he Parties further direct the Secretariat of the CEC to facilitate cooperation among the Parties on issues of mutual interest in the area of climate change.\textsuperscript{356}

The intent of the three NAFTA member states to cooperate on climate change developed within the context of international
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discussions leading up to the Kyoto Protocol. When the United States failed to ultimately ratify the Kyoto Protocol, the 1995 CEC Statement languished after President George W. Bush’s administration abandoned the agreement during his first term.

There is a possibility that the 1995 CEC Statement will be revived by the Obama Administration. Carol Browner, the former administrator of the EPA who signed the 1995 CEC Statement on behalf of the United States, was appointed Special Assistant to the President for Energy and Climate Change by President Obama. When President Obama traveled to Canada on February 19, 2009, Browner accompanied the President; however, it is unknown whether she participated in any cap-and-trade discussions with Canadian officials. One analyst has speculated that Browner’s prior experience with the CEC led her to encourage President Obama to emphasize “trilateral cooperation” on North American climate issues. Obama previously reflected this policy when asked directly about continental cap-and-trade between Canada and the United States. While it is unclear whether Browner will have a direct role in climate talks with Canada and/or Mexico, her past experience working with those two countries through the CEC may reinvigorate NAFTA and the NAAEC as mechanisms for working through North American climate change issues.

One specific issue that will need to be addressed in the United States is the Waxman-Markey Bill, a bill containing several provisions that may conflict with NAFTA. The bill includes stipulations allowing the President to grant rebates to American businesses or impose duties on foreign businesses.
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from jurisdictions with weaker emissions reduction schemes.\textsuperscript{365} Such actions could violate the spirit of free trade under NAFTA.\textsuperscript{366} In addition, the Waxman-Markey Bill limits the amount of foreign offset credits to only half of the total offsets used under the United States' cap-and-trade system.\textsuperscript{367} Foreign offsets are emissions credits transferred from projects in other countries that sequester or prevent greenhouse gases from entering the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{368} Many of these credits come from developing countries where the accuracy of the measurement techniques and actual offsetting impacts of these projects are often called into question.\textsuperscript{369} Such a proposal creates problems under NAFTA because Mexico is a developing country with aspirations to become a strong market for foreign offset credits.\textsuperscript{370} In effect, the Waxman-Markey Bill, as currently drafted, would discriminate against Mexican offsets by effectively placing a quota on the number or percentage of these offsets that can be sold in the United States.\textsuperscript{371} These issues highlight the types of problems that will need to be addressed by all of the NAFTA members, as each country is considering cap-and-trade programs that may conflict with important trade agreements like NAFTA.

C. North American Cap-and-Trade System Must Consider Problems of E.U. Emissions Reduction Scheme

As the United States and Canada consider a continental cap-and-trade plan, the E.U. experiences with an international emissions reduction scheme should be taken into consideration. In 2005, the E.U. Greenhouse Gas Emission Trading Scheme
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(E.U. Trading Scheme) became functional, and its first trading period lasted until 2007. The E.U. Trading Scheme is meant to function through an emissions cap that progressively becomes more stringent over time. Major emitters within the European Union are granted pollution allowances setting a limit on the amount of greenhouse gases each party can emit each year. These allowances can then be sold to other parties if the company finds ways to emit less carbon than the system allows. The price of these emissions allowances is supposed to be set entirely on the basis of supply and demand through a free-market system, and the European Union will not intervene even if there are market distortions. The number of allowances is set by each E.U. member state who submits a National Allocation Plan (NAP) on the basis of total national emissions in previous years as well as reduction goals. The idea behind each NAP is to create scarcity in the number of allowances so that industries are motivated to reduce emissions or purchase allowances. As demand for allowances increases, the price of carbon is driven higher, and emissions-reducing technologies become more attractive from a financial perspective.

Though the European Union established the first international cap-and-trade framework, the first trading period of the E.U. Trading Scheme is widely viewed as a failure. The
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primary problem during the initial period of trading was that, at its outset, the program used inadequate emissions measurement systems.\textsuperscript{382} Seeking to protect their national industries, each member state had a strong incentive to exaggerate its emissions needs within its NAP to ensure the highest possible number of allowances for its businesses.\textsuperscript{383} The use of inconsistent emissions measurement techniques made these actions possible.\textsuperscript{384} Specific industries within member states also reported higher emissions levels than were necessary, as there were not any effective enforcement mechanisms to ensure accuracy.\textsuperscript{385} The end result was that the E.U. Trading Scheme started out with a much larger overall emissions baseline for its companies than was actually needed by these industries, and the carbon market was flooded with allowances.\textsuperscript{386} This huge number of emissions allowances led the market price for these allowances to essentially fall to zero, causing the incentive for major emitters to implement emissions-reducing technologies and energy-efficiency programs to disappear.\textsuperscript{387}

Another problem with the E.U. Trading Scheme is that it allows industry to rely heavily on Clean Development Mechanisms (CDMs).\textsuperscript{388} CDMs are offset credits created in developing countries through carbon sequestration or reduction programs; the CDM Executive Board governs these credits under the authority of the Kyoto Protocol.\textsuperscript{389} Many CDMs from the developing world pose problems because these offset credits are often derived from projects using methods that do not actually prevent carbon dioxide from reaching the Earth’s
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One of the causes of this problem is that the emissions measurement technologies used in developing countries are often unreliable and provide varying degrees of uniformity. CDM opportunities also may prevent developing countries from implementing their own greenhouse gas reduction policies because CDM projects need actual emissions to offset. If a developing country reduces its actual emissions, carbon capture and sequestration projects within the country will have fewer quantifiable emissions to offset, resulting in fewer CDMs that can be sold to emitters in other countries. The EU’s reliance on CDMs ultimately led to fewer actual reductions throughout the world, and the availability of inexpensive CDMs further decreased the market price of carbon dioxide allowances.

Based upon the EU’s experience during the first trading period of the E.U. Trading Scheme, any North American cap-and-trade system should ensure that adequate and uniform measurement procedures are used. Stringent recording procedures would limit the effect of protectionism by member jurisdictions, and the efforts of the Climate Registry could provide the appropriate process for consistency throughout the system. While promoting reliability throughout the North American system, the framework should limit the number of CDMs or other foreign offset credits that can be used as allowances. One barrier to such a limitation is that Mexico may have a grievance against its NAFTA partners if they limit the number of Mexican offsets that can be sold in their countries. As a result, the United States and Canada should work with Mexico to ensure that sufficient measurement technologies and
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procedures are available to guarantee the reliability of Mexican offset credits. Several Mexican states are already members of the Climate Registry, and efforts could be made to promote membership of all remaining Mexican jurisdictions in the Climate Registry. After each of these steps is completed, Mexican credits should then be treated with the same credibility as American and Canadian offsets for purposes of the continental framework. Because of each country’s obligations under NAFTA, this cooperation would need to occur regardless of whether Mexico is a full partner in the continental cap-and-trade program; moreover, these issues may ultimately result in Mexico’s complete inclusion in this framework.

VIII. CONCLUSION

If carefully crafted, a continental cap-and-trade system would be beneficial to both the United States and Canada. Such a scheme would cause North American carbon dioxide emissions to decrease overall while allocating credits to emissions-intensive industries. The most notable of these industries are the oil sands projects in Alberta, a form of energy production at the forefront of the public debate over joint cap-and-trade policies. The total life-cycle carbon dioxide emissions of the oil sands are higher than most conventional forms of oil production, leading many in the United States to believe that oil sands production should be banned in their country. However, these critics ignore the higher volume of emissions caused by U.S. use of coal as a primary source of electricity. Absent massive reductions in the amount of coal used in the United States, the only long-term solutions to these emissions are CCS technologies. Such technologies are heavily promoted by Alberta as the best method to offset the province’s high emissions from oil sands production. For these reasons, a hybrid cap-and-trade system imposing hard caps overall while
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allowing the coal and oil sands industries to operate on an intensity basis would be a critical feature to any continental carbon-reducing scheme.

By working together to develop a cap-and-trade system acceptable to all relevant jurisdictions, Canada and the United States can maximize the value of their government investments into CCS research and testing. Such a system would also present a critical opportunity for North America to limit its dependence on petroleum from overseas by securing oil sands development. Because of the tremendous pressure on Canada to adopt a cap-and-trade plan comparable to a U.S. plan, bilateral cooperation is particularly important to ensure that a satisfactory framework is agreed upon through negotiation rather than coercion. Mexico may also be interested in joining a continental cap-and-trade framework because it is positioning itself as a climate change leader in the developing world. Because of its broad economic scope, NAFTA may effectively force Mexico into the partnership even without active Mexican involvement in negotiating the agreement. Either way, the role that Mexican offset credits will play in a continental cap-and-trade system will need to be addressed, and sharing of emissions measurement techniques and technology may handle concerns over the reliability of these offsets. Finally, numerous regional cap-and-trade partnerships involving states and provinces are already in place; the United States and Canada must build on the cooperative experiences of these initiatives to refine a continental cap-and-trade system that is both comprehensive and effective.
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